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Abstract: In this article, the author questions some 
of the conventional wisdom and widely-held beliefs 
on tax-affecting. 

Introduction.  I read with great interest the 
September 2004 issue of Business Valuation Review 
and applaud the editors for devoting an entire issue 

to tax-affecting.  I am not a disinter
ested observer on this issue, having 
weighed in myself in BVR in March 
2002.1  Outraged at the upsetting of 
our traditional tax-affecting apple 
cart, my co-author George Hawkins 
and I were highly critical of much of 
the reasoning of the Court of Ap-Michael Paschall 

peals in the Gross decision, how
ever, we ultimately concluded that “the best way to 
deal with the tax-affecting issue is the way a profes
sional business appraiser should deal with all 
valuation issues – on a case-by-case basis.”2 

In the nearly three 
years that have passed since 
that article, I have read 
everything I could get my 
hands on to help me with this 
issue. I was already familiar 
with many of the ideas and 
models in the September 
2004 BVR, however, there 
remain some thought-provok
ing issues for me on this topic 
that I wish to address in this 
article. While I certainly 

In this article, I would like to pay particular 
attention to the valuation of a controlling interest in 
an S corporation, and particularly an S corporation 
that is a service business or professional practice. 
As the United States moves more and more towards 
being primarily a service economy, I am seeing 
more and more service companies (including 
professional practices) in my valuation practice. 
Although there are exceptions, it has been my 
experience that these companies typically have 
minimal capital requirements and little need to 
retain significant earnings. As a result, most if not 
all of the profits of these companies are distributed 
to their owner(s). For purposes of illustration in this 
article, I use the scenario of one 100% shareholder, 
however, my examples could also apply to a group 
of S corp-eligible shareholders or a controlling 
interest that is less than 100%. 

Unavoidable Illustration of the Issue. You 
have seen these illustrations ad nauseam, however, I 
need to use a basic illustration of the tax-affecting 

Table 1
 
Difference Between C Corp and S Corp: Total Taxes Paid *
 

C Corp S Corp 

Pre-tax Income $ 1,000,000 $ 1,000,000 
Less: Corporate-level Income Tax 40% $ (400,000) 0% $ -

Equals: Net Income Availble to Shareholder $ 600,000 $ 1,000,000 
Less: Personal Income Taxes 40% $ (240,000) 40% $ (400,000) 

Equals: Net Proceeds to Shareholder $ 360,000 $ 600,000 

Total Taxes Paid $ 640,000 $ 400,000 
have some opinions, I do not * I have assumed hypothetical 40% corporate and personal income tax rates for ease of illustration. 
presume to have all the The actual rate in any particular situation may differ.  The assumption of these rates is what results in 

the often-cited 67% “S corp premium” that is discussed below. answers for these issues and
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Tax Affecting (continued) 

issue in order to get us all on equal footing and to 
illustrate some of the points in this article. There
fore, to beat the already-dead horse, here is the basic 
illustration of the impact of tax-affecting.  Table 1 
shows the advantage to the owner of an S corpora
tion versus an otherwise-identical C corporation 
under the scenario where 100% of the available net 
income of the company is distributed to the sole 
shareholder of each company. 

As seen above, the owner of the C corp who 
wishes to take out all the profits of the company 
pays two levels of income taxes, one at the corpo
rate level and one on the dividends received person
ally.  This results in final proceeds to the C corp 
shareholder of $360,000, total taxes paid of 
$640,000, and a combined effective tax rate of 64%. 
The owner of the S corp who wishes to take out all 
the profits of the company pays only one level of 
income tax – at the personal level but based on the 
income tax liability of the S corp that is “passed
through” to him. No income tax is paid at the entity 
level of the S corp. This results in final proceeds to 
the S corp shareholder of $600,000, total taxes paid 
of $400,000, and a combined effective tax rate of 
40%. 

Table 2 shows the difference in company 

must pay it at his personal level), the net income is 
67% higher ($1,000,000 versus $600,000) than that 
of the otherwise-identical C corp. Therefore, when 
the same 20% cap rate is applied to the net income 
figures, the resulting value for the S corp is also 
67% higher than the C corp value. This is the so-
called “S corp premium” that will be discussed in 
more detail later in this article. 

Consensus (?) on the Tax-Affecting Issue. 
In all the articles I have read and presentations I 
have seen, it appears to me that the closest thing we 
have to a consensus on this issue is that the appro
priateness of tax-affecting must be decided on a 
case-by-case basis. Various commentators have 
opinions that lean in one direction or another, 
however, most practitioners (including this author) 
believe in a company-by-company analysis in 
deciding the issue. A sampling of practitioners is as 
follows: 

“The facts and circumstances must be 
analyzed on a case-by-case basis.”1 

“Each entity and each ownership interest 
in an entity may have unique characteris
tics that must be examined and consid
ered. As a result, no valuation model 

can be applied blindly without 
consideration of the specificTable 2 
attributes of the subject owner-Difference Between C Corp and S Corp: Valuation Implications ** 

Net Income Availble to Shareholder
 
Divided by: Capitalization Rate
 

Equals: Company Equity Value 

"S Corp Premium" 

ship interest.”2 

C Corp S Corp “The SEAM is not a black box 
in which to throw numbers and 

$ 600,000 $ 1,000,000 expect meaningful results. A 
20% 20% careful and reasoned approach 

to the initial business valuation 
$ 3,000,000 $ 5,000,000 analysis and the SEAM analysis 

is required to estimate meaning
67% ful and appropriately supported 

** The “S Corp Premium” is the percentage amount by which the S corp value exceeds indications of value of S corpo
the C corp value. 

value (i.e., what some people refer to as the so-
called “S corp premium”) between an otherwise-
identical C corp and S corp. 

As seen above, because the net income 
available to the S corp shareholder is not subject to 
an entity-level income tax (the income tax liability 
is passed-through to the S corp shareholder who 

ration equity securities.”3 

“These examples are not intended to 
imply that an S corp should be valued at 
‘x’ percent greater than the value as if 
the entity were a C corp. Any differen
tial is a function of the specific facts.”4 

(Continued on Page 3) 
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Tax Affecting (continued) 

“In the [Gross] case’s aftermath, it’s makes the point that “the S corporation benefit is 
clear that S corporations must be valued a shareholder benefit, not a corporate benefit.”11 

on a case-by-case basis.”5 This is undoubtedly true. In my business valuation 
practice, though, I have never done an estate tax 

“What this means to the valuation valuation on behalf of a dead corporation or an 
practitioner is that we must, as always, equitable distribution valuation on behalf of a 
assess the unique characteristics of the divorcing corporation. I have, however, done 
company being valued, including its tax valuations on behalf of shareholders in both in-
status, while at the same time under- stances. This distinction made by Mercer seems to 
standing the valuation implications of me to be much like the distinction between merely 
true cash flow available to the inves looking at a fine meal and actually eating it. The 
tor.”6 presentation of a fine meal may certainly allow us to 

visually identify the particular cuisine and speculate 
Mercer’s Take on the Issue.  One possible on its palatableness, however, it is not until one 

exception to the general “consensus” noted above is actually eats the meal that the ultimate benefit is 
the apparent position taken by Chris Mercer in the obtained. It seems to me that in business valuation 
September 2004 BVR. 7  In a wide-ranging treatment we are in the business of actually eating the meal. 
of the topic, Mercer opines that “S corporations are That means we value the company from the per-
worth the same as otherwise identical C corpora spective of the shareholder and not on some de
tions at the enterprise level” but that “interests in S tached or disembodied “corporate” level. A meal is 
corporations may be worth more or less than identi no good unless one can have at it. Neither is a 
cal interests in otherwise identical C corporations.”8 corporation any good unless one can realize its 
Perhaps Mercer believes that controlling interests in benefits through being a shareholder. 
S corporations can be worth more than controlling Argument 3:  “S corporations virtually 
interests in otherwise-identical C corporations, always pass through a sufficient portion of their 
however, the tone of his article and various state- earnings to their shareholders to enable them to pay 
ments he makes leads me to conclude that he be- their shareholder/corporate taxes. This leaves the S 
lieves there is no difference in value.  Mercer corporation in essentially the same position after 
disagrees with the courts’ logic in the recent line of taxes as if it were a C corporation (assuming an 
tax-affecting cases and, on page 121 of his article, equivalency of corporate and personal marginal tax 
makes a number of “non-quantitative” arguments rates).”12 

for tax-effecting S corporation earnings.  I repeat his Comment: This argument only holds for a 
arguments below, followed by my comment on each company that pays its income tax liability (either at 
argument: the entity level for the C corp or via a distribution to 

Argument 1:  “The S election has no impact the shareholder for the S corp) but then retains the 
on the operating cash flows of a business.”9 remainder of its earnings. Once a company starts to 

Comment: True, but the operating cash distribute to shareholders any portion of its earnings 
flow of a business is not what ultimately reaches the that represents an after-tax or real return, the S corp 
shareholder.  See my comment to Argument 2 shareholder then begins to enjoy an advantage over 
below. the C corp shareholder.  Perhaps this is best seen via 

Argument 2:  “The benefits of the S elec illustration. In Table 3 below, I assume that the C 
tion are shareholder benefits. To capitalize those corp makes no distributions and retains 100% of its 
benefits in an enterprise valuation would overstate earnings. I also assume that the S corp makes a 
the value of the enterprise, particularly since the sufficient distribution to allow for its shareholder to 
benefits can be taken away involuntarily if any satisfy the pass-through income tax liability of the 
shareholder breaks or causes the S election to be company but retains the rest of its earnings. This 
broken.”10 type of company might be one that is heavily capital 

Comment:  Earlier in his article, Mercer 
3 
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Tax Affecting (continued) 

Table  3 
  

Company Re tains  1 0 0 %  of Earn ing s 
  

C Corp  

Pre-tax In co me 

Les s : Co rp o rate-lev el In co me Tax 40% 

$ 

$ 

1,000,000 

(400,000) 

Eq u als : Net In co me 

Les  s :  Dis trib u tio n s  to  Shareh o ld er  

$ 

$ 

600,000 

-

Amount to Retained Earn ing s  $  6 0 0 ,0 0 0  

intensive or is rapidly growing and needs to retain 
earnings to meet growing working capital require
ments. 

In the above illustration, the C corp pays its 
$400,000 of income tax liability at the corporate 
level and then pays no dividends to its shareholder. 
This results in the retention of $600,000 of earnings 
at the C corp. The S corp makes a $400,000 distri
bution to its shareholder which 
allows him to satisfy the pass-
through income tax liability of 
the S corp. As such, retained 
earnings is also increased by 
$600,000 at the S corp. In both 
situations, the shareholders are 
left with no cash – there was 
no dividend paid at the C corp 
and, although the S corp 
shareholder received a total of 
$400,000 in distributions, he 
had to use that entire amount to 
satisfy the pass-through in-

company might be a service 
business or professional practice 

Dis tr ibutions  Made to S Corp S hareholde r  to P ay P as s -Throug h T axes  that has little need for capital 
investment and minimal working

S  Corp  
capital requirements. This 

$ 1,000,000 situation is seen in Table 4. 
0% $ - As seen below, after the 

payment of all taxes, the C corp 
$ 1,000,000 shareholder has only $360,000 in

40% $ (400,000) his pocket whereas the S corp 
shareholder has $600,000. Nei$  6 0 0 ,0 0 0  
ther the C corp nor the S corp 

added anything to retained earnings as all income 
was paid out either in taxes or distributions/divi
dends. Therefore, the respective equity values of 
the C corp and S corp are unchanged as related to 
each other.  It appears to me that in this scenario, 
from the perspective of the shareholder, the S corp 
has to be more valuable than the C corp. Both 
companies start with $1,000,000 in pre-tax income 

Table  4 
  

Company Retains  No Earn ing s 
  

C Corp  S  Corp  

Pre-tax In co me $ 1,000,000 $ 1,000,000 

Les s : Co rp o rate-lev el In co me Tax 40% $ (400,000) 0% $ -

Eq u als : Net In co me A v ailb le to  Shareh o ld er  $ 600,000  $ 1,000,000 

Les s : Pers o n al In co me Taxes 40% $ (240,000) 40 % $ (400,000) 

Equals : Net  P roceeds  to S hareholde r  $  3 6 0 ,0 0 0  $  6 0 0 ,0 0 0  

Amount to Retained  Earn ing s  $ - $ -

come tax liability of the S corp. Also, the retained 
earnings at both companies is increased by 
$600,000, implying equal increases in equity val
ues. All other issues aside, I can see some validity 
to the argument in this situation for equal treatment 
of C corps and S corps, however, it still doesn’t 
allow for the potential superior benefits of an S corp 
versus a C corp should this company reach a posi
tion where it can begin making tax-advantaged 
distributions to its shareholder. 

Now consider the opposite end of the spec
trum. What do you make of the Company that has 
no need to retain earnings and pays 100% of avail
able income out to its shareholder? This type of 

but at the end of the day, the C corp shareholder has 
only $360,000 in his pocket while the S corp share
holder has $600,000. The $240,000 difference did 
not go to an increase in retained earnings at the C 
corp or towards any other benefit for the C corp 
shareholder – it went to the United States Treasury 
(where it presumably benefits the C corp share
holder and the S corp shareholder equally via the 
goods and services provided by the federal govern
ment). 

Let’s look at yet one more scenario. Sup
pose a company desires a maximum retention of its 
earnings yet the S corp does not make any distribu

(Continued on Page 5)
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Tax Affecting (continued) 

tion to its shareholder, forcing the shareholder to 
come out of pocket to pay the pass-through income 
tax liability of the company.  Of course, the S corp 
really doesn’t “force” the shareholder to do this as 
the sole shareholder has unilateral authority over the 
payment of distributions. This scenario is illus
trated in Table 5 as follows: 

Table  5 
  

Company Re tains  1 0 0 %  of Earn ing s 
  

No D is tr ibutions  Made to S Corp S hareholde r 
  

C Corp  

Pre-tax In co me 

Les s : Co rp o rate-lev el In co me Tax 40% 

$ 

$ 

1,000,000 

(400,000) 

Eq u als : Net In co me 

Les  s :  Dis trib u tio n s  to  Shareh o ld er  

$ 

$ 

600,000 

-

Amount to Retained Earn ing s  $  6 0 0 ,0 0 0  

Amount to S hareholder (afte r  al l  taxes ) $ -

In the above illustration, the C corp pays its 
$400,000 of income tax liability at the corporate 
level and then pays no dividends to its shareholder. 
This results in the retention of $600,000 of earnings 
at the C corp. The S corp makes no distribution to 
its shareholder which forces the shareholder to 
come up with $400,000 from other sources to 
satisfy the pass-through income tax liability of the S 
corp. Although this appears initially to be a nega
tive for the S corp shareholder, it really is not as the 
S corp’s retained earnings (and, presumably, its 
equity value) are increased by $1,000,000, or by 
$400,000 more than the C corp. This scenario is no 
different than the S corp making a $400,000 distri
bution to its shareholder to allow for the payment of 
taxes and the shareholder paying those taxes and 
then turning around and investing $400,000 back 
into the company.  From the perspective of the S 
corp shareholder, it is a case of form over substance. 

In summary, then, we see that the value to 
the respective shareholders of the C corp and S corp 
is equal only in the case when no after-tax or “real” 
return is made to the shareholder.  Once any distri
bution is made to the S corp shareholder that repre
sents a “real” return (i.e., an amount above the 
amount needed to pay the pass-through income tax 
liability), the S corp shareholder benefits as com

5 

pared to the C corp shareholder due to the tax-
advantages of the S corp. 

Argument 4:  “Except for small corpora
tions owned primarily by individuals, most of the 
likely buyers of many S corporations are, in fact, C 
corporations, or groups of investors who may need 
to organize as C corporations.  If there were an 

incremental benefit to the S 
election, S corporation buyers of 
companies would have a com-

S  Corp  
parative advantage relative to C 
corporation buyers. This advan

0% 

$ 

$ 

1,000,000 

-

tage is not apparent in the mar
ketplace.”1 

0% 

$ 

$ 

1,000,000 

-

Comment: Although Mercer 
makes what sounds like a small 
exception in this argument, I 

$ 1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  
believe it actually is quite large. 
Perhaps my valuation practice is 

$  (4 0 0 ,0 0 0 )  different from yours, but the great 
majority of my clients are “small 

corporations owned primarily by individuals.” It is 
precisely these types of companies for which the S 
election is made and is most beneficial. I believe it 
was in a Fannon/Hitchner/Treharne presentation 
where I heard that the number of S corps in the 
United States has increased from 736,000 in 1985 to 
3.3 million in 2003 (an increase of 350%), while 
over the same period, the number of C corps has 
decreased from 2.4 million to 2.1 million (a drop of 
13%). This trend is no accident – it has happened 
for a reason. 

I cannot agree with Mercer’s statement that 
“most of the likely buyers of many S corporations 
are, in fact, C corporations.” This is far too broad 
and overreaching a statement. As many authors 
(including myself) have noted, one key issue in 
deciding whether to tax-affect or not is determining 
whether the most likely buyer of a company is a C 
corp or S corp. In a consolidating industry where 
smaller companies are being bought up by larger 
(and often publicly-traded) companies, it is prob
ably more reasonable that the most likely buyer is a 
C corp and that tax-affecting may therefore be 
appropriate. However, in many other cases, the 
identification of the most likely buyer is not so easy 
and it well may be that the most likely buyer is an 

(Continued on Page 6) 



Tax Affecting (continued) 

individual or group of individuals who would retain 
the S election and its related benefits. This is 
particularly true for many service businesses and 
professional practices. 

Argument 5:  “Consider that the majority of 
any benefit that flows from S corporation ownership 
is driven by prevailing income tax rates. Corporate 
and personal tax rates are set by the U.S. Congress 
and are subject to change. Buyers, who paid for 
alleged S corporation benefits in 2002 prior to the 
reduction in personal income taxes on dividends in 
2003, would have been sorely disappointed because, 
in retrospect, they would have overpaid. Would this 
have been avoidable? Yes, because it is known that 
the tax law can be changed; willing buyers would 
be reluctant to pay for uncertain benefits. And 
because the tax law can be changed, willing sellers 
would have to acknowledge this uncertainty.”2 

Comment:  First of all, tax rates can be 
changed in two directions – both up and down. 
Therefore, under Mercer’s example, buyers who 
paid for “alleged” S corporation benefits prior to an 
increase in personal income taxes on dividends 
would presumably be delighted because they would 
have underpaid. There is no guarantee that the 
current 15% personal income tax rate on dividends 
will remain there permanently.  Secondly, as shown 
earlier in this article, S corporation benefits are not 
always “alleged.” As seen in the example in Table 
4, the S corp shareholder did not put an “alleged” 
extra $240,000 in his pocket as compared to the C 
corp shareholder – those were real dollars that can 
buy real houses, pay real tuition, and take real 
vacations. 

Finally, would the buyer of the “alleged” S 
corp benefits really be “sorely disappointed” with a 
reduction in personal income taxes on dividends? It 
seems to me that the buyer of an S corp would 
determine the capitalization rate and price he was 
willing to pay based on the anticipated income 
stream and risk inherent in the specific company.  If 
the S corp shareholder is satisfied that his purchase 
price accurately reflects the risk inherent in the 
anticipated income stream of the company (as 
quantified by the cap rate), it appears to me that the 
only thing that would disappoint the S corp share
holder would be an increase in personal income tax 
rates as that would lower his expected return on 

6 

investment. An increase in personal income tax 
rates, however, is a risk we all have and a factor that 
impacts far more than the valuation of S corps. 

Argument 6:  “Experience of investment 
bankers at Mercer Capital and elsewhere suggests 
that buyers will pay no more for S corporations than 
for equivalent C corporations. Two of Mercer 
Capital’s banking clients recently acquired S corpo
ration banks. The analysis of each transaction 
involved tax-effected earnings.  Why? Because the 
tax-effected earnings streams were the relevant 
income streams. Both selling banks considered 
multiple purchasers – and none stepped forward to 
pay an S corporation premium. Why? Because it 
simply does not exist.”3 

Comment:  Unfortunately, this real-world 
example from Mercer does not give us enough 
information. If the acquiring banks were C corps 
then their proper return analysis is from the C corp 
perspective and tax-affecting is most likely appro
priate. This doesn’t prove that tax-affecting S corps 
is appropriate in all cases. What if the buyers were 
other S corps? Would tax-affecting be warranted or 
relevant in that case? (Note: I have more to say 
about the so-called “S corp premium” below.) 

I am not trying to pick on Chris – I believe 
he makes some good points in his article. However, 
I also believe some of his positions (i.e., “[the S 
corporation premium] simply does not exist”4 ) are 
too severe and do not afford the proper degree of 
flexibility needed to address each S corp valuation 
matter on a case-by-case basis. Mercer, by the way, 
is by no means alone in his position: 

“Personally, I have a hard time believing 
that an S corp can be worth between 40
67 percent more than its identical C corp 
counterpart.”5 

“Additionally, simple logic should tell 
most of us with experience in the mar
ketplace that informed buyers are not 
willing to pay a premium to acquire a 
business just because it is structured as 
an S corporation when, in fact, that 
election is freely available to any buyer 

(Continued on Page 7) 



Tax Affecting (continued) 

who otherwise qualifies. It is irrational the buyers and sellers in these transactions, includ
to apply a 67% premium as the Tax ing market approaches in which the tax status of the 
Court and IRS have done to a control company did not matter. 
interest or even a minority interest in an For example, suppose you had transaction 
S corporation.”6 data on the sale of two companies – an otherwise-

identical C corp and S corp. Both companies had 
Transaction Studies Show No S Corp revenues of $6 million, EBITDA of $1.5 million, 

Premium.  This last argument by Mercer leads to a and pre-tax profit of $1 million. Suppose each of 
another key component of the tax-affecting issue – these companies was sold for $6 million on the 
the transaction studies. Following the 12% to 17% basis of a one-times revenue multiple and a four-
S corp premium supposedly demonstrated by the times EBITDA multiple. If you believe that tax
Erickson-Wang Study, nearly every subsequent affecting is appropriate, you believe that a 10% cap 
study has concluded that C corps and S corps sell rate is right ($600,000 in tax-affected S corp profit 
for basically identical prices in the market. That is, divided by the $6 million transaction value). If you 
these studies indicate that, on the whole, buyers do believe that tax-affecting is not appropriate, you 
not pay any premium for S corps as compared to believe that a 16.7% cap rate is right ($1,000,000 in 
similar C corps, or, if some premium is paid, it can non-tax-affected S corp profit divided by the $6 
be explained by other factors (such as asset sales million transaction value). I fail to see how you get 
versus stock sales): from these transaction values and multiples to the 

irrefutable conclusion that the 10% cap rate on the 
“Among practitioners, at least, the tax-affected S corp income is unequivocally correct. 
tentative consensus is that, on a control It seems to me you have gone from your hypothesis 
basis, there is no difference between S to your conclusion without any proof. 
corporation and C corporation values.”7 

A Different Perspective.  Although it had 
“This article compares actual market existed before, this whole tax-affecting business 
data from private sales of S and C really came about in earnest with the Gross deci
corporations. It uses simple regression sions in 1999 and 2001. What was so unique about 
analysis to test the hypothesis. It con- these decisions was the change in perspective that 
cludes that the market data comparison the business appraisal world was forced to take on 
does not indicate S corporations are this issue. That is, for years we had all assumed that 
more valuable than otherwise identical C S corps should be tax-affected because the rates of 
corporations.”8 return we were using were from publicly-traded C 

corps which paid entity-level income taxes. There
“S corp prices are not always higher than fore, to get an apples-to-apples comparison, we had 
C corp prices. In general, they do not to tax-affect our S corp results. 
differ.”9 In Gross and the cases that followed, we 

were introduced to the successful argument that our 
I have no reason to doubt the findings of former perspective from the entity’s point of view 

these studies. However, I cannot make the leap was incorrect and the proper perspective should 
from the results of these studies to the conclusion really be from the shareholder’s point of view.  That 
that tax-affecting should be done in all cases for S is, it really doesn’t matter what kind of taxes, if any, 
corps. If you could show me that all of the compa have been paid at the corporate level – the key issue 
nies in these studies were valued by the buyers and is that these returns to shareholders are before 
sellers using the income approach exclusively, it personal-level income taxes. Therefore, no tax-
would be easier to reach this conclusion. I suspect, affecting is required for S corps as the S corp 
however, that this is not the case and that a number shareholder has yet to pay personal level income 
of different valuation methods were considered by 

7 
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Tax Affecting (continued) 

taxes on his distributions, much as the C corp valuation approaches as are appropriate 
shareholder has yet to pay personal level income for a particular situation, including 
taxes on his dividends. valuation approaches where tax-affecting 

Perhaps, as with the rate of return perspec is not an issue. Utilizing such valuation 
tive issue in the pre-Gross era, we are looking at all multiples as TIC (total invested capital) 
of this “S corp premium” business backwards. to EBITDA (earnings before interest 
What if this alleged “S corp premium” is not really expense, taxes, depreciation and amorti
a premium at all but is actually an accurate reflec zation expense) or TIC to Revenues in 
tion of value under the income approach? After all, the guideline public company method or 
to say that the S corp premium is an irrational and merged and acquired company method 
unmerited inflation of value is to imply that the tax- takes tax-affecting out of the 
affected C corp equivalent value is the correct equation…We believe that the use of a 
measure of value for the S corp. Said another way, number of valid approaches strengthens 
one is measuring two things (the non-tax-affected S the ultimate valuation result in any case 
corp value and the tax-effected S corp or equivalent as it allows the appraiser to examine the 
C corp value) against a third thing (the “true value” preliminary range of values to determine 
of the company). Or, as someone else once said: any pattern or logical conclusion of 

value.”11 

“The moment you say that one set of 
moral ideas can be better than another, If I value an S corp and come up with 
you are, in fact, measuring them both by preliminary estimates of value under alternative 
a standard, saying that one of them methods (usually market approaches) that are 
conforms to that standard more nearly reasonably similar to my non-tax-affected prelimi
than the other.  But the standard that nary value under the income approach (which 
measures two things is something happens more often than not), I do not believe the 
different from either.  You are, in fact, company has an “S corp premium” – I merely 
comparing them both with some Real believe this company is correctly and more accu-
Morality, admitting that there is such a rately valued under the income approach by not tax-
thing as a real Right, independent of affecting. 
what people think, and that some Exit Strategy.  Finally, consider the follow
people’s ideas get nearer to that real ing real-world example. Many of you who are 
Right than others.”10 reading this article also own your own business 

valuation firm. Suppose that after a long and 
To borrow from the above analogy, it ap distinguished career as a business appraiser, you 

pears to me that the main issue in all of this tax- have built your organization into one of the most 
affecting business is figuring out the “real Right” in well-respected BV firms in the area.  You decide to 
each case. As business appraisers, that ultimately is sell your firm and retire. Your firm has been a S 
what we are all about. My position in my 2002 corp since day one and the universe of willing 
BVR Gross article on trying to find the “real Right” buyers for your firm are individuals (or groups of 
is unchanged: individuals), each of whom would retain the S 

election. There are no C corp buyers looming out 
“[A]s of now, we plan to continue on the there, ready to roll-up local business valuation firms 
same path as before – to address each into a national “Blockbuster Video” business valua
valuation situation on its own individual tion firm. Let’s assume that your firm is an S corp 
merits and make the best judgment as to with an income statement similar to the S corp 
the proper valuation technique in each shown earlier in Table 1 (i.e., pre-tax profit of 
case…Business appraisers should $1,000,000 – a pipe dream, perhaps, but suspend 
continue to utilize as many different 
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Tax Affecting (continued) 

your belief for a moment). It is widely agreed by 
everyone that a 20% cap rate (or five-year “pay
back” period, if you will) is the appropriate valua
tion measure to capture the risk and reward inherent 
in your business. 

As you are interviewing potential buyers, 
one enterprising and eager young man states that he 
has read the various articles and studies on the 
subject, believes there is no such thing as an S corp 
premium and that tax-affecting is appropriate in 
every case. As a result, instead of giving you credit 
for the $1,000,000 in pre-tax income generated by 
your firm (and the corresponding $5 million value 
based on a 20% cap rate), he is only willing to give 
you credit for $600,000 in tax-affected net income 
and is therefore only willing to pay $3 million for 
your firm. 

How fast are you showing this guy the door? 
Why would you as the seller ever give to a buyer 
the benefit and windfall of a hypothetical expense 
that never has been paid by the seller and never will 
be paid by the buyer? You may as well adjust your 
income statement for a phantom salary expense to 
employees who do not exist or a phantom rent 
expense on a building that does not exist. 

Concluding Thoughts. As I said at the 
beginning of this article, these are just some of my 
observations on this issue. I don’t pretend to have 
all the answers – I just want to raise some questions. 
Other authors have done a far more detailed and 
competent study of this issue, particularly where a 
non-controlling interest in a S corporation is in
volved. One thing that has not changed for me 
since Gross is my firm belief in addressing this 
issue on a case-by-case basis and not assuming 
there are any absolute truths on this issue. 

I still believe that the key issues to consider 
are as follows: 

1. 	Who is the most likely buyer of the 
company and from what perspective 
(i.e., S or C) will the earnings stream of 
the Company be analyzed? What is the 
anticipated holding period for this 
interest? 

2. 	What is the possibility that the S election 
can or will be broken in the future? 

3. 	What are the historic and expected 
distribution levels? What is the 
company’s need (or lack thereof) to 
retain earnings (either for capital needs, 
increasing working capital due to 
growth, or some other reason). 

Or, as Roger Grabowski puts it: 

“Principal value drivers are, as they 
should be, the amount of cash distribu
tion the shareholders expect to receive, 
the expected holding period and, most 
importantly, the pool of likely buyers.”12 

One Final Observation. Is it tax-Affecting 
or tax-Effecting?  Can we at least get some consen
sus on this? 

Michael A. Paschall, ASA, CFA, JD, is a Manag
ing Director of Banister Financial, Inc., a busi
ness valuation firm headquartered in Charlotte, 
North Carolina.  He is co-author of the CCH 
Business Valuation Guide, co-editor of the CCH 
Business Valuation Alert, and has contributed 
several articles to Business Valuation Review.  He 
can be reached at www.businessvalue.com. 

© Copyright 2005, American Society of Appraisers, 
Reprinted with Permission. 
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